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s u m m a r y
The ‘‘water wars’’ between Alabama, Georgia, and Florida over water restrictions and allocation in the
Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin (ACF) stem, in part, from the occurrence of several
droughts in the 1980s, the dramatic increase in water use in the northern basin around Atlanta, and
increased agricultural usage in the central basin. This study examines relationships between available
surface climatological variables connected to evapotranspiration and climatic oscillations using canonical
correlation analysis (CCA).
Canonical loadings and cross loadings from CCA are evaluated in two tests using temperature and precipitation data and four climate oscillations – the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), Paciﬁc Decadal Oscillation (PDO), and Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). In the ﬁrst test,
the six-month Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) and all four seasons of the four climate oscillations
from every subbasin in the ACF are evaluated, revealing relationships mostly with the AMO and NAO, and
primarily with temperatures. In order to focus more on precipitation and the variance among the
different temporal scales of the SPI, Test Two looks at the relationship between all four SPI variations
and all four seasons of the climate oscillations from the extreme northern and southern subbasins. Test
Two shows the twenty-four month SPI has the largest loadings and variance explained, which may be
contributed to the longer frequencies in the AMO and PDO. The southern part of the basin is largely
inﬂuenced by SOI, while the northern subbasin the AMO and PDO. Concurrent relationships between
the same season of the climate oscillation and meteorological variable conﬁrm previously researched
directions of the relationships between the oscillation and precipitation or temperature in both Test
One and Test Two.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Water is increasingly recognized as a vital and limited resource
in many regions of the world. The ‘‘water wars’’ of the ACF began in
the 1980s when a series of droughts in the southeastern United
States signiﬁcantly reduced ﬂows in the three named rivers. Water
restrictions and allocation became a source of debate between the
states of Alabama, Georgia, and Florida, who share the integral
resources provided by the highly managed waters of the ACF.
The ACF river basin originates in northern Georgia with the
Chattahoochee River draining from Lake Sidney Lanier near
Atlanta, ﬂowing down the Georgia and Alabama border before
eventually joining with the Flint River at Lake Seminole at the
Georgia/Florida border. From here the Apalachicola River drains
from Lake Seminole down to the Gulf of Mexico into Apalachicola
Bay (Fig. 1). The ACF is nearly 385 miles (619 km) long and
50 miles (80 km) wide, covering approximately 50,800 km2. The
majority of the basin lies within Georgia (74%), with the remainder
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Fig. 1. The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin and tributaries encompassed in the basin. Also located on the map are the 24 COOP stations from which
temperature and precipitation data were obtained. The station symbols represent the four climate divisions.

in western Alabama (15%) and the western panhandle of Florida
(11%) (USACE, 1998). Its annual average discharge ranks it 21st
in magnitude among river systems of the conterminous United
States (USACE, 1998).
The waters in the basin are heavily managed for a variety of
uses including agriculture, recreation, industry, and hydropower
production. The ACF currently contains 16 dams and main-stem
reservoirs, 14 of which are associated with hydropower operations
(Frick et al., 1998). Management introduces water-use agendas and
technology that may ultimately generate long-term, unintended
consequences for the environment, exacerbating initial conﬂicts
or leading to worse conditions (Carey et al., 2012). The ACF is sensitive to the uses and management of the different sections of the
basin, as more drawdown in Atlanta and irrigation along the Flint
causes lower ﬂows to the Apalachicola Bay, one of the planet’s
‘‘biodiversity hotspots’’ (Ruhl, 2005).
For these reasons, the ACF has a complex legal history. Legal
battles ﬂared between Georgia, Alabama, and Florida over water

reallocations granted by the United States Army Corps of Engineers
(Corps), the responsible water management agency of the ACF.
Despite the use of an Interstate Water Compact, protective orders,
numerous lawsuits, and court-issued deadlines for agreements, the
three states remain in battle over the appropriate water allocation,
minimum streamﬂows, and Atlanta access to drawdown of Lake
Lanier. As of January 2014, the Supreme Court is reviewing a
request from Florida to hear the most recent lawsuit against
Georgia on ACF water use.
High interest in this issue has inspired several other studies to
be conducted on the ACF or parts of it, particularly concerning
streamﬂow and drought indicators. One such study by Light et al.
(2006) focuses on the water-level decline in the Apalachicola and
the associated effects on the ﬂoodplain in the last half century.
Another study by Steinemann (2003) uses a probabilistic framework to evaluate different drought indicators for the ACF as part
of the developed drought plan between the three feuding states.
Morey et al. (2009) evaluates variability in the Apalachicola River
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ﬂow rates and discharge to the Gulf of Mexico linked to precipitation anomalies. Despite these efforts, an elaborate study has yet to
be conducted for the ACF with a larger climatological theme
investigating the variance and relationships of mesoscale surface
climatological variability with global scale climate oscillations.
Important prior work on hydroclimatology includes studies by
Ropelewski and Halpert (1986), Enﬁeld et al. (2001), McCabe
et al. (2004), Barlow et al. (2000), Vincente-Serrano et al. (2011),
Stambaugh et al. (2011), Keyan et al. (2010), and Smith et al.
(1998). The ﬁndings and relationships from these studies are complex and tend to focus on regional results that sometimes conﬂict.
Analysis by Mishra and Singh (2010) concluded that drought
occurrences around the world are related to large-scale climate
oscillations, and further that understanding drought at the local
scale is generally missing and potentially important to understanding the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of typical hydrometeorological variables.
Arrocha and Ruscher (2005) completed work assessing precipitation patterns in the last century using annual precipitation data from
representative cooperative and ﬁrst order stations in the ACF. Using
a climatological ‘‘norm’’ value computed from 1931–1980 data, precipitation anomalies were examined from 1885 to 2002 using standard deviation and percentile calculations at 50 key stations
throughout the ACF. They found extreme dry event years tended
to be associated with extensive dry periods; however, there were
also a few solitary drought years identiﬁed. The drought analysis
found ‘‘no obvious pattern’’ for the return of drought periods, however a La Niña event occurred during about 30% of the below normal
precipitation years. Their study suggested further investigation into
the relationship between climate trends and other multidecadal
oscillations such as the AMO and the PDO.
The purpose of this study is to extend the previous research and
better describe climatological conditions in the ACF basin over the
last century and conduct further investigation of surface variables
and other possible climate links to drought in the ACF. Instead of
focusing on precipitation percentiles, this study utilizes SPI values
of three, six, twelve, and twenty-four month indices. Along with
the SPI, monthly minimum and maximum temperature data is
used for a more complete description of the variance in the mesoscale meteorological variables possibly linked to climate patterns.
The temperature data is provided through cooperative ﬁrst order
and Automated Surface Observing Stations (ASOS) and the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM
dataset) (Daly et al., 2002). Our ﬁnal dataset is a subset of those
used by Arrocha and Ruscher (2005), consisting of 24 stations covering several different climate divisions in the ACF basin, as shown
in Fig. 1.
Based on previous research, we investigate the impacts of the
AMO, NAO, PDO, and El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on
observed climate state. These have all been suggested by other
authors to be connected to precipitation patterns in the southeastern United States. While other studies of this nature have been
performed on the southeast in general, no study has speciﬁcally
focused on the ACF and the possible variations throughout the ACF.
Temperature data, as well as precipitation, are associated with
changes in climatic oscillations. Both of these climatological
variables inﬂuence streamﬂow variability by contributing to
evapotranspiration (Hornberger et al., 1998) and therefore hydrological drought (Mishra and Singh, 2010). Research on multiple
climate oscillations suggests that some climate oscillations may
inﬂuence the strength or signal of other climate indices, which
could possibly be relevant to our results (Gershunov and Barnett,
1998; Rajagopalan et al., 2000; Sutton and Hodson, 2003; Tootle
et al., 2005). This uncertainty regarding coupling or competing
effects by multiple climate oscillations requires a more fuzzy modeling approach, combining the effects of multiple oscillations and

looking at grades of membership from dry to wet, and hot to cold
(S
ß en, 2010).
While streamﬂow is an important variable in basin-speciﬁc
drought studies, we did not include it as a variable in our study
because the ACF is signiﬁcantly managed by the Corps through federal reservoirs, dams, and other control structures (Carriker, 2000).
There is also no streamﬂow data available prior to 1930 to correspond to the full range of our climatological dataset. Other relevant
variables such as relative humidity (or dew point temperature) and
soil moisture and temperature are not as widely available in
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) records and so cannot be utilized in this manner.
This study is organized into sections as follows – a review of the
data, then discussion of the potential teleconnections to considered
climate oscillations, followed by evaluation of two tests using CCA
to determine relationships between four climate oscillations, temperature, and four temporal variations of SPI, drawing and summarizing conclusions at the end.
2. DATA
2.1. Climatological variables
For the intended climate study, a long and consistent record of
monthly precipitation and temperature data is needed to reduce
the potential for error (e.g. Mishra and Singh, 2010). Most of the
data is provided by cooperative and ﬁrst-order stations within
the ACF by NCDC. Missing and ﬂagged data values were replaced
with the PRISM data, as discussed later in this section. A total of
24 stations were used, 4 of these stations being in Florida and 20
stations in Georgia. A map of the stations by their climate division
is located in Fig. 1. The data used in our analysis covers a 100 year
period from 1901 to 2000, inclusive.
The NCDC data archives, dating back to 1931, provided the surface variables used for this study, which include monthly maximum
and minimum temperature and monthly precipitation. The 24 stations record all three variables over a consistent period of record.
Table 2.1 of Stevens (2008) summarizes these stations and their
data availability, location, and climate division information.
To replace missing station values in the temperature and
precipitation data sets from NCDC, we used a comprehensive
dataset from the PRISM computer model. PRISM was developed
through the Spatial Climate Analysis Service at Oregon State
University during the early 1990s to provide a complete gridded
dataset of temperature and precipitation back to 1895 (including
observed station data when available) to aid climate studies. After
rigorous testing and implementation of improved methods, the
model was passed to release reliable gridded temperature and precipitation maps in 1999 (Daly et al., 1999). Further details are
available in Stevens (2008).
The stations used in this study represent four different climate
divisions (CD) in Georgia and Florida in the southeastern United
States, as shown in Fig. 1. The annual average precipitation values
and temperatures are shown in Table 1 for the key stations from
Table 1
Climatological averages for each climate division. Precipitation amounts are in
millimeters and based on 1931–1981 values, for stations within each division shown
in Fig. 1. The same time period is used for maximum and minimum temperature (°C).
Subbasin

Precip.
(mm)

Max temp
(°C)

Min temp
(°C)

Apalachicola
Lower Flint and Chattahoochee
Upper Flint and Mid.
Chattahoochee
Upper Chattahoochee

1509
1312
1383

26.02
25.82
23.92

15.23
10.93
10.81

1307

21.59

12.47
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Fig. 2. Average mean (black) in millimeters and variance (gray) in millimeters2 monthly precipitation totals for the four climate divisions in the ACF. Precipitation totals
based on 1895–2004 values. Apalachicola shows a single summer peak in precipitation, while most other stations exhibit a bimodal pattern, with the ﬁrst peak occurring
early spring and the second peak mid-summer. The Apalachicola summer precipitation has the largest amount of variance. Minimum and maximum monthly values in
millimeters are displayed with the dotted (minimum) and dashed (maximum) lines.

each subbasin. The average monthly precipitation patterns, including means, variance, minimum, and maximum values for these key
stations are seen in Fig. 2. Most of the ACF basin is located in Georgia
where our stations cover three climate divisions. The Georgia
stations generally exhibit a bimodal precipitation pattern, with
the peak precipitation occurring in March for all climate divisions
except in southwest Georgia where peak precipitation occurs in
July, similar to Florida’s Deep South summer convection precipitation regime. Substantial testing of PRISM-replaced variables was
carried out to ensure adequate time series for our observations,
as described by Stevens (2008).
2.2. Standardized precipitation index
Many different indicators for research and identiﬁcation of
drought exist. This study primarily utilizes the SPI, developed by
McKee et al. (1993). The SPI uses varying time intervals, and is
based on standard deviations of precipitation after being normalized and ﬁtted by a probability function. The standardization and
use of z-scores allows for wetter and drier climates to be represented in the same way (McKee et al., 1993). The SPI also has the
capability to determine an accumulated drought magnitude for
comparison and study, and provides a rather straightforward classiﬁcation system for drought. Further, the SPI could be considered
as a fuzzy membership function since it contains grades of membership between wet and dry periods (S
ß en, 2010).
The SPI preserves the rarity of extreme events better than the
Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) (Hayes et al., 1999;
Keyantash and Dracup, 2002) or the Palmer Hydrologic Drought
Index (PHDI) (Steinemann, 2003). In a drought study of stations
across Colorado, the PDSI indicated severe drought more than
10% of the time, while the SPI extreme drought event occurred only
2.3% of the time, illustrating the SPI’s design for consistent frequencies of classiﬁcations of extreme events (Hayes et al., 1999). Several
other studies provide a good overview of the different strengths
and weaknesses of different drought indicators (Mishra and
Singh, 2010; Steinemann, 2003), including the more recently
developed Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index
(SPEI) (Vincente-Serrano et al., 2011), considered for future work.
As with any drought index, SPI has a few limitations and special
considerations. Since it is based on precipitation data alone, the SPI

is only as good as the long-term monthly precipitation dataset
used to calculate the index. The use of the normalized distribution
produces drought frequencies that are similar in all locations over
a long period of time, and may not indicate areas that are more
‘‘drought prone’’ (Hayes et al., 1999). Since our study is of a limited
area with the purpose of describing the association of drought with
other environmental factors, these limitations do not degrade the
use of the SPI in this study.
To calculate the SPI, we used a Fortran program distributed
from the Colorado Climate Center (2014). This program inputs a
long-term record of monthly precipitation for a single location to
compute monthly SPI values for the selected time scale. We used
three, six, twelve, and twenty-four month calculations. An example
of the four temporal SPI values is shown for one station near the
middle of the basin in Fig. 3.
3. Climatic oscillations overview
Our study evaluates four climate oscillations that have been
most frequently attributed to precipitation variability in the southeast United States. This section describes the data, characteristics,
and mechanisms behind the oscillations, as well as the relationships to temperature and precipitation from previous literature
for each oscillation. These oscillations can be seen in Fig. 4.
3.1. Atlantic multidecadal oscillation
The AMO, as termed by Kerr (2000), is a 60–85 year cycle of
warming and cooling of sea surface temperatures (SST) in the
North Atlantic Ocean. The oscillation of SST is based on the acceleration (warming) and deceleration (cooling) of the Gulf Stream,
a byproduct of the changes in the intensity of the Atlantic thermohaline circulation (Enﬁeld et al., 2001). The AMO signal is global in
scope, and largely correlated with precipitation patterns across the
contiguous United States.
According to Trenberth and Shea (2006), the AMO signal has a
linear warming trend over long periods of time, making it often difﬁcult to separate from the warming of SST due to global forces.
They propose a different AMO index removing this linear warming
trend to focus the signal to variations occurring only in the Atlantic.
The AMO index we used is derived from an updated version of
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Fig. 3. Calculated SPI values for monthly intervals of three (top), six, twelve, and
twenty-four months (bottom) from 1900 to 2004 for NCDC station 90140 (Albany,
GA).
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the Kaplan extended SST V2 dataset (2002) with this linear trend
removed (Kaplan et al., 1998) as evident in Fig. 4.3 A study by
Enﬁeld et al. (2001) revealed geopotential heights at 500 hPa tend
to ﬂatten in the northern United States, and amplify in the South
(North) in the wintertime trough-ridge pattern during the warm
(cool) phase of the AMO. A study by Sutton and Hodson (2003) compared surface temperatures during the AMO warm phase and cool
phase during the boreal summer, showing warmer temperatures
across the central and southern U.S. during the warm phase, in line
with model simulations.
Many studies have found a decreased rainfall pattern across the
southeast during the AMO warm phase and an increase in rainfall
during the cool phase (Enﬁeld et al., 2001; McCabe et al., 2004).
The strongest correlations between rainfall and the AMO across
the United States occurred in the summer rainfall regime (Enﬁeld
et al., 2001). A report from the Southwest Florida Water Management District (Kelly, 2004) on the inﬂuence of the AMO on Florida
river ﬂows concluded that northern Florida rivers, including the
Apalachicola, have a decreased seasonal peak ﬂow consistently
following a warm AMO phase (1940–1969), and an abruptly
increased seasonal peak ﬂow during and following the AMO cool
phase (1970–1999). Similar results were found in a study by
Tootle et al. (2005) that focused on streamﬂow connections in the
contiguous U.S. to AMO with the long lead-time approach (1 year
prior). Therefore, we expect to see decreased rainfall during the
AMO warm phase, particularly during the summer season in the ACF.
3.2. North Atlantic oscillation
The NAO is associated with the seasonal insolation changes and
associated variability in mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and geopotential heights over the northern Atlantic Ocean. It is prominent
3

This index can be obtained at: http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/Timeseries/AMO/.
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Fig. 4. The four climate oscillations used in this study from 1901 to 2000. On the
top, the AMO Index, calculated from Kaplan extended SST V2 (2002) as
the detrended time series of the area weighted averaged sea surface temperature
anomalies of the northern hemispheric Atlantic Ocean from 0° to 70°N latitude. The
second graph is the NAO index from the Climate Research Unit deﬁned as
the normalized difference in sea level pressure between a station in SW Iceland and
the Iberian Peninsula at Gibraltar. The third graph is the PDO index from Mantua
et al. (1997) consisting of the leading principal component of monthly sea surface
temperature variability in the North Paciﬁc. On the bottom is the Southern
Oscillation Index (SOI) from the Climatic Research Unit composed of monthlynormalized sea level pressure difference between Tahiti and Darwin. El Niño, the
ENSO warm phase, corresponds to negative values of the SOI.

in all months of the year and has a great inﬂuence on weather patterns in much of the Northern Hemisphere, including the eastern
coast of the United States (Barnston and Livezey, 1986). The NAO
index we used is the normalized difference between sea level pressure at a station in SW Iceland (Reykjavik) and Gibraltar.4 Because
4
This index can be obtained from http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/nao.htm, and
are based on the research of Jones et al. (1997).
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of this, the results from our fast Fourier transform (FFT, not shown)
includes a dominant mode for the NAO at a 6 month time scale featuring the interannual frequency followed by an annual pattern.
Focusing on the interdecadal variability, the third highest peak in
the Fourier coefﬁcients occurs near 2.25 years.
The NAO pattern is strongest and exhibits the most inﬂuence on
surface temperature and precipitation patterns during the northern hemisphere winters. Precipitation and temperature departures
associated with the NAO’s MSLP patterns in the Northern Atlantic
are notable for the southeast United States. A positive phase of
NAO enhances the subtropical Atlantic high-pressure (Azores High)
during winter months, which in turn increases the warm, moist
southeasterly ﬂow in the ACF region (Hurrell et al., 2003). In summer months, this enhancement could instead lead to negative temperature departures in the southeast. A study by the Climate
Prediction Center (CPC) (NOAA, 2007) shows a positive correlation
in the southeast U.S. between the NAO index and three-month surface temperature departures for the winter season (DJF). The summer season (JJA) NAO is negatively correlated with temperature,
with the positive phase generally bringing cooler than normal
temperatures.
Hurrell et al. (2003) also establishes that typical storm tracks for
December through March over the southeast tend to depart to the
north during a positive NAO phase, implying reduced precipitation.
The CPC study (NOAA, 2007) reveals a negative correlation value
near –0.40 in the southeast between NAO and precipitation during
the March/April/May, or spring season, for a dataset covering the
years 1950–2000. For these reasons we expect to see decreased
rainfall during the NAO positive phase, particularly in the spring.

3.3. Paciﬁc decadal oscillation
The PDO is associated with the ENSO pattern due to similar
characteristic pressure, wind, temperature, and precipitation patterns; however, the PDO varies both spatially and temporally from
ENSO. It is deﬁned as the leading principal component of monthly
sea surface temperature variability in the North Paciﬁc (poleward
of 20° North latitude).5 The PDO signal is largest in the northern
Paciﬁc Ocean, as opposed to ENSO, which is strongest in the tropical
Paciﬁc. While ENSO generally acts on 3–7 year time scales, the PDO
is generally a 20–30 year oscillation that has been associated with
weather and climate patterns in the southeastern United States
(Mantua and Hare, 2002). Consistent with other studies, our FFT of
the PDO index shows a dominant peak in frequency at 26 years
(not shown).
A positive (negative) phase consists of SST in the interior North
Paciﬁc anomalously cooler (warmer) with warmer (cooler) SST
along the coast of North America. North Paciﬁc SLP anomalies have
a wave-like pattern with a stronger (weaker) than average Aleutian
low and anomalously high (low) pressure in the northwestern U.S.
during the positive (negative) phase (Mantua and Hare, 2002). The
PDO index we are using also contains an annual cycle since it is
based on MSLP changes in the Northern Paciﬁc that changes with
the seasonal insolation variations, much like the NAO. The PDO signal, minus this annual cycle, is most apparent from October
through March (Mantua and Hare, 2002), and is shown in Fig. 4.
A study by Mantua and Hare (2002) deﬁnes connections to the
PDO and temperatures and precipitation patterns in the United
States similar to that of ENSO. Their study shows cooler than average temperatures across the southeast United States and slightly
wetter than average conditions in the PDO warm phase during
October–March, consistent with the warm phase of ENSO.
5
The index used for this study can be obtained from the website: http://
jisao.washington.edu/pdo/, developed by Mantua et al. (1997).
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Conversely, conditions in the southeast are typically warmer and
drier during the negative PDO phase, typical of the La Niña signature in wintertime precipitation and temperature patterns as well.
A study by Barlow et al. (2000) found a slightly negative correlation
(0.2) for PDO to the PDSI in the southeast, meaning decreased
precipitation occurs during a PDO positive phase. According to this
study, streamﬂow in the ACF region also has a negative correlation
with PDO during summer. Therefore, we expect to see decreased
precipitation and warmer temperatures during the PDO cool phase,
particularly in the late fall through winter months, but increased
summertime precipitation.

3.4. El Niño/Southern Oscillation
One of the most studied climatic indices is the El Niño/Southern
Oscillation (ENSO). The index used in this study to measure ENSO
is the SOI chosen for its historical availability. The positive phase of
SOI is associated with La Niña (cold) events, while the negative
phase indicates El Niño (warm) events. The ENSO phenomenon
occurs on the seasonal to interannual timescale, and is more predictable than most climatic oscillations (Gershunov and Barnett,
1998). During an El Niño event easterly trade winds relax and an
anomalous warming of equatorial Paciﬁc waters develops, changing sea level pressures and surface patterns in variables such as
temperature and precipitation (Green et al., 1997). The Southern
Oscillation is another associated characteristic of ENSO and is a
dipole of anomalous sea level pressures at Darwin and Easter
Island (Ropelewski and Halpert, 1986).6
The relationship between ENSO and U.S. precipitation and temperature has been widely studied with essentially consistent
results. The warm phase is set up with a variable but more easterly
location of the semi-permanent Atlantic anticyclone known as the
Bermuda High from neutral times (Smith et al., 1998). This set up
provides mostly southwesterly ﬂow into the entire Gulf of Mexico,
providing low-level moisture for increased precipitation. In
contrast, the cold phase typically features a westward expanding
Bermuda High, setting up an anticyclone off the coast of Cape Hatteras, enhancing stronger than normal easterly winds over the
South and Gulf. The proximity of a surface ridge in location of
the Bermuda High during ENSO events generally brings the southeast less precipitation in cold phases and enhanced precipitation in
warm phases during winter and spring seasons. Numerous studies
(Ropelewski and Halpert, 1986; Gershunov and Barnett, 1998;
Green et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1998) conclude warm (cold) phase
ENSO events are associated with increased (decreased) precipitation in the southeast along the Gulf during winter of the onset year,
and spring of the following year. They also conclude that temperatures are generally cooler (warmer) during El Niño (La Niña)
events during these seasons. Vincente-Serrano et al. (2011) suggests an ENSO event is more evident in drought indicators of a
shorter time scale (3 months or less) since it has interannual
variation.
There are nonlinear interactions likely when one pattern might
favor dryness while another favors wetness, therefore robust statistical techniques are needed to extract information to develop
some physical insight. In particular, we are interested to see if
there is mesoscale variability (within a large basin) for which large
scale perspectives (such as, ‘‘ENSO always dominates’’ or ‘‘NAO is
the dominant mechanism’’) might be changed by more detailed
analysis of regional differences.
6
The SOI dataset used follows the methodology in Ropelewski and Jones (1987)
and is the monthly-normalized sea level pressure difference between Tahiti and
Darwin. The data for this index can be found here: http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/
data/soi.htm.
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Table 2
An overview of the climate oscillations and their relationships to precipitation and temperature in the ACF from previous literature.
Name

Length of phases

Seasonality

Association to ACF
Temperature

Precipitation

AMO

60–85 years

Summer strongest

Pos: summer warmer
Neg: summer cooler

Pos: summer decreased precip
Neg: summer increased precip

NAO

Interannual,
interdecadal

Prominent all months of year

Neg: winter cooler, summer warmer

Pos: decreased precip, esp late spring
Neg: increased precip

PDO

20–30 years

Winter and spring strongest

Pos: October–March cooler
Neg: October–March warmer

Pos: October–March wet, summer dry
Neg: October–March dry, summer wet

SOI

Interannual, 3–4 years

Winter strongest

Pos/cold: October–March warmer, cooler summer
Neg/warm: October–March cooler, esp. winter

Pos/cold: Fall wet, dry winter, wet summer
Neg/warm: October–March increased precip

The relationships to temperature and precipitation and the four
climate oscillations are summarized and provided for reference in
Table 2 below.
3.5. Interconnections

Index

Climatic oscillations and their associated effects have been
known to vary in strength of signal from cycle to cycle. A possible
explanation for this is the modulation of one oscillation by the
cycle of another. One of the most studied coupling effects is that
of the ENSO and PDO relationship. Gershunov and Barnett (1998)
showed that during the constructive phases of ENSO and PDO
(positive phase PDO, warm phase ENSO/negative phase SOI), the
ENSO signal is enhanced with stronger associated sea level pressure anomalies, as seen around 1941 in Fig. 5. Another study by
Rajagopalan et al. (2000) found that these constructive phases of
ENSO and PDO resulted in magniﬁed precipitation effects in winter
regimes.
Interestingly enough, the destructive phases of ENSO and PDO
seem to enhance the NAO signal in the North Atlantic. Wintertime
destructive ENSO/PDO (cold ENSO/positive SOI and positive PDO)
is associated with a more signiﬁcant positive NAO phase, seen in
1943 in Fig. 5 (Gershunov and Barnett, 1998). In theory, an
enhanced El Niño signal (by high PDO phase) would further
increase positive rainfall anomalies in the southeastern United
States. Looking at destructive wintertime warm El Niño patterns,
an enhanced NAO signal should be prevalent and therefore drier
than normal conditions in the ACF basin could be exacerbated by
the stronger NAO.
A study by Tootle et al. (2005) proved the coupling of AMO and
ENSO and their effects on streamﬂow in the southeast to be statistically signiﬁcant. Again, the cold phase of ENSO and warm phase

6
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Fig. 5. Time series of all four climate indices for 1938-21946. SOI negative
representative of warm ENSO phase, therefore enhanced SOI during opposite PDO
phase (warm phase ENSO, positive PDO, e.g., 1941). During years of destructive
alignment (PDO negative, SOI negative) a stronger NAO results (e.g. 1943).

of AMO result in decreased streamﬂow in the Southeast. Therefore,
a La Niña event during the warm phase of AMO generally results in
more severe droughts in the Southeast, and an El Niño during the
cool phase of AMO could result in higher precipitation across the
ACF. In comparison, the AMO has the largest effect on streamﬂow
with destructive streamﬂow coupling of ENSO still resulting in the
AMO overall inﬂuence. For example, a warm phase of ENSO coupled with a warm phase of AMO is more likely to result in drought
rather than a ﬂooding event based on this research. These coupling
effects require a complex, or fuzzy approach that makes drawing
inferences or developing statistical forecast models challenging,
at best. We use canonical correlation analysis in this study to analyze the mesoscale complexities of the relationships between these
climate signals and mesoscale climate variation in the ACF basin.
4. Methodology
Classical discrete Fourier transforms were carried out on all climate and precipitation indices used in this study to elucidate a
fundamental understanding of any periodicities and interdependencies. However, these did not indicate any signiﬁcant ﬁndings,
most likely because the occurrence of drought (and wet) periods
were aperiodic. The relatively long periods of time between pronounced drought provides for only a few important events. The
most revealing time series analysis conducted was canonical correlation analysis, which is not as dependent on periodic phenomena.
CCA is a linear multivariate approach to compare two sets of data,
independent and dependent, with each set composed of multiple
arrays of particular variables. Similar to multiple linear regression
(MLR), CCA attempts to ﬁnd relationships between a set of predictor variables and a set of predictand variables, as opposed to just
one predictand in MLR. The linear combinations represent the
weighted sum (an = dependent, bm = independent canonical coefﬁcients) of at least two variables from the respective set, therefore
creating two variate arrays (Eq. (1)).
Canonical correlation analysis is also similar to principal component analysis, which works to describe the internal variability
of a single data set, while CCA describes the shared interrelationships between two data sets (Wilks, 2006). These shared interrelationships can be viewed as fuzzy combinations of predictors and
predictands, which can have advantages over simpler membership
functions and modeling in classical logic applications (Zadeh,
1965). Further, fuzzy modeling applications are being increasingly
used in hydrological and meteorological applications for its advantages addressing complex and sometimes imprecise measurement
(S
ß en, 2010; Bárdossy and Disse, 1993; Toprak et al., 2009). Canonical correlation analysis appeared in research mostly in the social
sciences in the 1960’s (Bretherton et al., 1991), and is sparsely used
in the atmospheric sciences for studies on climate data, geophysical ﬁelds, and ocean–atmosphere relationships (e.g., Barnston and
Ropelewski 1991; Bretherton et al. 1991; Zorita et al., 1991).
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U 1 ¼ a1 x1 þ a2 x2 þ    an xn
V 1 ¼ b1 y1 þ b2 y2 þ    bm xm

ð1Þ

The canonical weights are created by solving the coupled eigenproblem with the same eigenvalue (k2 = canonical correlation
squared) (Zorita et al., 1991). The eigenvalue is the proportion of
the shared variance between the two variates, U and V (Hair
et al., 1998). The eigenproblem involves solving the autocovariance
and cross-covariance matrices as seen in Eq. (2) below. The resulting pair of eigenfunctions (a, b) represents the canonical weights
that maximize the correlations between the concocted variates
(U, V). The strength of the relationship between the independent
and dependent variates is the canonical correlation value (Hair
et al., 1998).

rc a ¼ k2 a ¼ ½Sxx 1 ½Sxy ½Syy 1 ½Syx a
rc b ¼ k2 a ¼ ½Syy 1 ½Syx ½Sxx 1 ½Sxy b

ð2Þ

r c ¼ canonical correlation
½Sxx  ¼ variance  covariance matrix of x
½Syy  ¼ variance  covariance matrix of y
½Sxy  ¼ covariance matrix of x and y
Equations from Wilks (2006) and Zorita et al. (1991).
Canonical loadings, also known as canonical structure correlations, are the linear correlations between the original variable
and its respective (independent or dependent) concocted variate.
The canonical loadings are considered relatively more valid than
canonical weights to interpret the canonical relationships, however derived from the weights (Hair et al., 1998). In this project,
we are not analyzing the canonical weights as it is not the intention of this study to create a predictive model with our results.
Canonical cross loadings are the linear correlation between an
observed variable of one set (independent, dependent) to the variate from the other set (dependent, independent). Evaluating
canonical cross loadings is a preferred method to use to interpret
the canonical relationships because they provide a more telling
description of the independent to dependent variable relationships. In this study, both types of canonical loadings are evaluated.
Canonical correlation analysis iterates to ﬁnd multiple canonical modes, or sets of variates. The ﬁrst mode is always the strongest
with the largest eigenvalue. Each successive mode has the prior
canonical roots extracted in order to ﬁnd an independent mode
describing the next largest correlation between a possible set of
variates (Hair et al., 1998).
Following Zorita et al. (1991), we examine the percent of variance explained in the dependent set as a whole (surface meteorology variables) by the independent set’s variate (climate oscillations
of all seasons). This proportion of variance explained is sometimes
known as the redundancy coefﬁcient, which is calculated to measure the strength of the inter-relationships. The redundancy coefﬁcient provides an overall depiction of the effectiveness of the
independent canonical variate’s ability to predict the variance in
the original variables of the dependent dataset (Katz et al., 2003).
The data is grouped into seasonal values in the same manner
many climate studies use when exploring climate indices. These
are as follows: winter consists of December (previous year),
January, and February (DJF); spring is March, April, and May
(MAM); summer is June, July, and August (JJA); and autumn consists of September, October, and November (SON).
The independent data set for both our statistical tests consists
of all four seasons of the climate indices of AMO, NAO, PDO, and
SOI. We randomly choose one ‘‘key’’ station for each subbasin of
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the river basin to use in the CCA. A sensitivity test was performed
to test the variability experienced between two stations of the
same climate division in the same section of the basin. The sensitivity test shows that one station at random will accurately represent any station in the subbasin area (Appendix C, Table C.1 of
Stevens (2008)).
We employ two tests using CCA for a better understanding of
how surface climatological variables collectively relate to the
aforementioned climate oscillations. For our ﬁrst test, we use the
surface climatological variables including standardized precipitation index at the six-month interval (SPI6), and minimum and
maximum monthly temperature as the dependent dataset.7
Through sensitivity tests, SPI6 performed best compared to the
SPI3, SPI12, SPI24 and precipitation variables by producing the highest amount of variance in the dependent set explained by the independent set’s variate in the redundancy analysis (Stevens, 2008,
Appendix C, Table C.2). From our preliminary research, the PDSI correlates best to SPI12. Since we are looking for a more responsive
index than the Palmer indices (Steinemann, 2003), we choose to
use the shorter SPI6. We use maximum and minimum temperature
paired with SPI6 for the ﬁrst test (Stevens, 2008, Appendix C,
Table C.3). 4
The second test focuses on the larger scale drought characteristics of the basin. We compare the four different SPI values (three,
six, twelve, and twenty-four month) of the northernmost and
southernmost sections of the basin to the four different seasonal
values of the climate indices. By doing so, we are looking not only
for the differences between the two extreme northern and southern regions, but also the variation in the strength of the climate signal from the climate indices at different time scales within these
two subbasins. By employing this method, we can also examine
if climate indices of other lagged seasons have an effect on the
dependent data, although these relationships are not heavily analyzed and should be further explored by a future study.
We eliminate canonical roots that are not statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level following methods from other
researchers using CCA (Hair et al., 1998). For the ﬁrst test we will
generally only review the ﬁrst concocted canonical root regardless
of the signiﬁcance of the successively smaller roots. We are
employing this method because the ﬁrst canonical correlations
are already fairly small and any smaller roots will not provide additional useful information. We may, however, analyze the smaller
roots if the redundancy index is higher than the index for the
strongest canonical correlation. This occurs only in one case where
the second root has a larger proportion of variance explained in all
of our results.
For the second test we review both canonical roots if both pass
the signiﬁcance test (p-value <0.05) for more information regarding each subbasin division. Typically in these tests, each root constructed is made up primarily of a loading from one subbasin
division. By examining both roots, we get a better understanding
of how the climate oscillations affect each part of the basin differently. To do so, we chose the stringent criterion that both roots
must be signiﬁcant by passing the p-test (p < 0.05) and have fairly
similar canonical correlation values in order to be included in the
analysis.
The canonical correlations are examined for the measure of the
strength between the linear composites, otherwise known as the
canonical variate. The researcher must consider the canonical correlations regarding the nature of the research project because there
are no universal standards of signiﬁcance for these correlations.
7
We cannot include maximum (Tx) and minimum temperature (Tn) as well as
temperature range (Tr = Tx  Tn) in one set because it violates the rules of multicollinearity. The strongest relationships were revealed for Tn and Tx versus temperature
range.
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Table 3
An overview of the components for the two CCA tests.

Dependent
Independent
Seasons
Area
Evaluate

Test one

Test two

Max temp, min temp, SPI6
AMO, NAO, PDO, SOI
DJF, MAM, JJA, SON
All subbasins
 First canonical root
 Dependent loading >0.4
 Independent cross loading >0.2
 95% signiﬁcance

SPI3, SPI6, SPI12, SPI24
AMO, NAO, PDO, SOI
DJF, MAM, JJA, SON
Upper Chattahoochee & Apalachicola (northernmost and southernmost)
 First and second canonical roots
 Dependent loading >0.4
 Independent cross loading >0.2
 95% signiﬁcance

Large numbers are not expected for the canonical correlations
since the variance explained by climate oscillations in surface climatological variables is generally small. For example, in a study
by Katz et al. (2003), correlations between NAO and mean wintertime minimum temperature for stations in the southeast range
from 0.382 to 0.604, while correlations for precipitation and NAO
under the same conditions range between 0.282 and 0.277.8 For
our sample sizes, a critical value of 0.2 is signiﬁcant at the 99.95%
level (p = 0.0005).
Although not identical in scope, we can compare results from
other climatological studies employing CCA. For example, Zorita
et al. (1991) compared spatial sea level pressure and sea surface
temperature pairs with CCA and found a particular pattern exhibited a canonical correlation value of 0.56% with 19% of the SST
variance explained by the SLP variate. This proportion of variance,
the redundancy coefﬁcient, measures the overall effectiveness of
the CCA and showed similar values as the study by Zorita et al.
(1991). The canonical correlation values and redundancy coefﬁcients for this study can be seen in Table 4.
The results from the multiple canonical correlation analyses are
summarized in several ﬁgures for the two tests conducted for this
study in Section 5. First, we applied the analysis threshold of 0.4 for
dependent cross loadings, and 0.2 for independent cross loadings,
all statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level. This being
the case, any variable must share at least 16% of the variance with
the respective variate. These thresholds are based in part on CCA
analysis work by others and their own interpretation in geophysical data analysis. This approach may be conservative since only the
cross-loadings that meet the 95% statistical signiﬁcance level are
used. However, this analysis reveals some fairly consistent patterns
when applied to independent data, and therefore we believe them
to be appropriate choices.
To analyze the cross-loadings, the dependent loading is multiplied by the independent cross loading for each set of variables
in the two tests that is statistically signiﬁcant and above the
analysis thresholds previously mentioned. This provides a rough
idea about the combined size of the two sets of loadings, and is
an original approach for graphically representing CCA results. The
subbasins with several contributing climate oscillations do not
necessarily have stronger relationships, but rather contain more
‘‘signiﬁcant’’ relationships to graph. The signs of the loadings and
the signs of the cross loadings determine the kind of relationship
between the ‘‘signiﬁcant’’ variables in the results. For example, in
the winter results for Test One, the Lower Flint maximum and
minimum temperatures both have a positive loading, while the
NAO 1 cross loading is also positive, indicating a direct relationship
between the NAO 1 and maximum and minimum temperature. A
direct relationship implies that as the NAO index increases,
maximum and minimum temperatures during winter season also
increase in the Lower Flint subbasin. We then compare our ﬁndings
with previous research in this area (Section 3) to look for
8
Correlation coefﬁcients for all seasons of all the climate indices with each other
are shown in Table A.2 of the Appendix of Stevens (2008).

consistent results, realizing that past work may have been
restricted to a single predictand.
In some cases, previous research may not describe the same
surface meteorology patterns found here in association with a certain climate index for a particular season. Other studies have
applied different seasons than ours, in which case we indicate
which season the previous research has described the relationship
for, as seen in the case of Apalachicola spring with SOI 2. One study,
by Ropelewski and Halpert (1986) analyzed October–March ENSO
affects, while another study by Gershunov and Barnett, (1998)
focused more on December–February results. When the seasons
and researched affects are similar, we generalize the seasons into
winter, spring, summer, and fall. Since spring and fall are the transition seasons in the southeastern United States and are usually
much drier than winter and summer, these results are oftentimes
studied the least. In these cases we relate what we know from
the more dominant seasons of summer and winter. In terms of predictor-predictand relationships, results are clearly much different
for winter than they are for summer.
Coupling between climate oscillations is an important factor to
consider in this study, but it is difﬁcult to display with the CCA
results. Because of this we do not heavily focus on coupling in
the analysis; it is more so mentioned to quantify the complexity
of climate indices and drought relationships. For example, prior
research has focused on the role of ENSO in understanding precipitation variability in the southeastern United States (and other
regions). Our research suggests that a multivariate approach to
predictors might lead to more robust ﬁndings and relationships,
and possibly better-forecast model approaches than those that
only consider relationships to ENSO phases.
This type of analysis for each of the four seasons in each of the
six subbasin regions for the two canonical correlation analysis tests
previously described is conducted, with results in Section 5. A summary table for these two tests is provided in Table 3.
5. Analysis
5.1. Test One results: SPI6 and temperature
The goal of Test One is to collectively describe the relationships
between the climatological surface variables and climate oscillations for all subbasins for a multivariate approach to understanding drought in the ACF.9 A summary of the canonical correlations
and proportion of variance explained for both tests is provided in
Table 4.
Test One reveals the strongest canonical relationships occur in
the winter seasons (DJF), when no other variables besides temperature pass our analysis threshold. This relationship is consistent
across the six subbasins. The proportion of variance explained in
the surface meteorological variables ranges from 14% to 17% in
winter, around 8% in spring, 4–10% in summer, and around 10%
9
The full CCA results for each section of the basin are located in Appendix D of
Stevens (2008).
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Table 4
Results from Test One and Test Two regarding the canonical correlations and proportion of variance explained for each root extracted for analysis.
Dependent
variable

Test One
Apalachiocola
Lower Flint
Lower
Chattahoochee
Upper Flint
Middle
Chattahoochee
Upper
Chattahoochee
Test Two
SPI3 rt. 1
SPI3 rt. 2
SPI6 rt. 1
SPI6 rt. 2
SPI12 rt. 1
SPI12 rt. 2
SPI24 rt. 1
SPI24 rt. 2
a

DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

Canonical
correlation

Proportion of
variance

Canonical
correlation

Proportion of
variance

Canonical
correlation

Proportion of
variance

Canonical
correlation

Proportion of
variance

0.507
0.571
0.522

0.160
0.173
0.162

0.492
0.372a
0.433

0.084
0.079a
0.080

0.406
0.467
0.366

0.042
0.109
0.042

0.397
0.411
0.412

0.102
0.105
0.095

0.516
0.528

0.148
0.166

0.417
0.407

0.086
0.080

0.420
0.422

0.067
0.085

0.399
0.439

0.102
0.104

0.553

0.170

0.406

0.080

0.405

0.087

0.434

0.098

0.403
0.345
0.371
Not Sig.
0.377
Not Sig.
0.489
Not Sig.

0.072
0.066
0.054

0.424
0.304
0.483
0.302
0.349
0.293
0.442
Not Sig.

0.084
0.049
0.135
0.038
0.055
0.047
0.105
Not Sig.

0.359
Not Sig.
0.374
0.320
0.381
Not Sig.
0.478
Not Sig.

0.064
Not Sig.
0.077
0.046
0.080
Not Sig.
0.122
Not Sig.

Not Sig.
Not Sig.
0.040
Not Sig.
0.431
0.318
0.455
Not Sig.

Not Sig.
Not Sig.
0.065
Not Sig.
0.129
0.031
0.107
Not Sig.

0.075
0.129

Second root used since proportion of variance is larger in second root than the ﬁrst.

DJF Canonical Relationships
1.4

Dep. Loading * Ind. Cross Loading

1.2
1
0.8
PDO 1

0.6

NAO 1
AMO 4
AMO 3

0.4

AMO 1

0.2
0
-0.2
Apalachicola

Lower Flint

Lower
Chattahoochee

Upper Flint

Middle
Chattahoochee

Upper
Chattahoochee

-0.4
Fig. 6. A graphical depiction of the CCA results for winter (DJF) for Test One. The y-axis represents the dependent loading multiplied by the independent cross loading to gain
an idea of the sizes of the loadings. The subbasins with several contributing climate oscillations do not necessarily have stronger relationships; they have more ‘‘signiﬁcant’’
relationships to graph. The positive (negative) values indicate a direct (indirect) relationship.

in SON (Table 4). The temperature variables generally have the
largest loadings and higher values of variance explained by the climate oscillations. Precipitation becomes more of a factor in the
wetter spring and summer seasons throughout the basin when
precipitation variance tends to peak (Figs. 6–9).
The two climate oscillations physically closest to the basin’s
multivariates are the AMO and NAO, with the AMO consisting of
sea surface temperature anomalies and the NAO measured by sea
level pressure changes, both in the Northern Atlantic. The AMO
of several seasons at a time generally appears in the results during
winter and summer with a direct relationship to temperature and
an indirect relationship to summer and fall precipitation in the
northernmost subbasin. This implies a positive phase of the AMO
is associated with warmer temperatures particularly in winter

and summer throughout the basin, and drier conditions in summer
and fall in the northern section. The NAO appears regularly in the
transition seasons of spring and SON with a generally direct relationship to temperature and precipitation in spring that reverses
to an indirect relationship to temperature in SON. The NAO is the
only climate oscillation in the North Atlantic that is generally
prominent throughout the year, possibly explaining its appearance
during the less dynamically active transition seasons of spring and
fall.
Previous research (Gershunov and Barnett, 1998; Rajagopalan
et al., 2000) suggests an association between the PDO and SOI
oscillations, both of which occur in sea level pressure patterns in
the Paciﬁc Ocean. Interestingly, the two oscillations do not appear
simultaneously anywhere in our results for Test One. The PDO
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MAM Canonical Relationships
0.3

Dep. Loading * Ind. Cross Loading
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0
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for spring (MAM).

JJA Canonical Relationships

Dep. Loading * Ind. Cross Loading
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PDO 3
PDO 2
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AMO 2
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AMO 1

Apalachicola

-0.5

Lower Flint
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Chattahoochee

Upper Flint

Middle
Chattahoochee

Upper
Chattahoochee
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6, but for summer (JJA).

appears in the temperature results in winter with an indirect relationship, which reverses to a direct relationship in summer. The
PDO also has an inverse relationship to precipitation in two northern subbasins for summer, which is consistent with previous
research (Barlow et al., 2000). The SOI only appears in the spring
results with an indirect relationship to precipitation and temperature in two of the southern subbasins, also consistent with
research (Green et al., 1997).
5.2. Test Two: Multitemporal SPI
The goal of the second test is to focus on the precipitation variables in the two extreme northern and southern regions of the basin
for a larger scale understanding of climate inﬂuence on precipitation in the ACF. As described in Section 4, Test Two uses the four different SPI values (three, six, twelve, and twenty-four month) for the
Apalachicola and Upper Chattahoochee Sub-Basin regions. This test

is necessary since much of the variance in Test One is accounted for
by the temperature values leaving little discovered about precipitation. Since there are only two subbasin areas for this test, two roots
are extracted from the CCA. In this test, the dependent canonical
variate for each root is made up mostly from one subbasin region;
therefore we will examine all signiﬁcant roots (p-value <0.05) for
a more focused understanding of each region’s tie to climate oscillations concerning only SPI. We are using the four different time
averaging intervals of SPI to examine how the variance of the different climate indices with their own associated frequencies can be
captured by the different monthly SPI values.
Similar to Test One, we apply an analysis threshold of 0.2 for the
independent cross loadings and 0.4 for the dependent loadings.
Since temperatures accounted for much of the variability in Test
One, there are several cases in Test Two where no loadings met
our analysis thresholds. In SPI3 fall results, neither canonical root
was statistically signiﬁcant.
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SON Canonical Relationships
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-0.15
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 6, but for fall (SON).

The canonical correlation values throughout Test Two are generally consistent from each version of SPI and in each season, ranging around 0.30–0.45, summarized in Table 4. The proportion of
variance is lower than those found in Test One since temperatures
are not included in this test, and generally range around 4–12%.
The canonical correlations between the SPI values from the basins
range near 0.27–0.42. The canonical correlations and proportion of
variance is almost always the strongest in the SPI24 roots compared to the other SPI roots for all seasons, possibly due to an
increased inﬂuence of multiple seasons of AMO and PDO which
experience longer frequencies.
Generally, Test One and Test Two have consistently similar
results from season to season considering canonical correlation
values and proportion of variance explained in the dependent dataset. The variance in precipitation in the southern part of the basin

is only attributed to seasons 1 and 2 of SOI (Fig. 10). Throughout
the year, SOI has an indirect relationship with SPI3, SPI6, and
SPI12. This implies El Niño (negatively correlated with SOI) is associated with wetter conditions in the southern part of the basin.
This is especially apparent in spring when three of the four SPI values exhibit this inverse relationship. It seems appropriate that the
beginning season of ENSO evolution (DJF) appears most frequently
in our results. These ﬁndings are consistent with previous literature on ENSO impacts in the southeast (Ropelewski and Halpert,
1986; Gershunov and Barnett, 1998; Green et al., 1997; Smith
et al., 1998).
The cross loadings in the results for the northern part of the
basin (Fig. 11) have several climatic oscillations with the most
prevalent ones being several seasons of AMO and PDO. The least
varying SPI24 has AMO of just about every season in the results

Apalachicola Test Two Results
0

SPI3

SPI6
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Fig. 10. Results from Test Two as described in Fig. 6, except broken down by basin and including all four time intervals of SPI. This ﬁgure represents the Apalachicola
(southernmost) subbasin.
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Upper Chattahoochee Test Two Results
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Fig. 11. Same as that described in Fig. 10, except for the Upper Chattahoochee sub-basin.

throughout the year with an indirect relationship to precipitation,
as predicted from previous study, particularly on summertime
rainfall (Enﬁeld et al., 2001). The PDO also appears in SPI24 for
spring, summer, and SON with an indirect relationship to
precipitation, consistent with previous literature on summertime
relationships between precipitation and PDO (Barlow et al.,
2000). The only direct relationship to precipitation exists in summer and fall seasons through SOI 3. This relationship is also consistent with prior ENSO research (Green et al., 1997). Previous
research on coupling between SOI and PDO suggests their relationships to surface precipitation patterns are manifested while the
two are in opposite phases (as SOI is negatively correlated with
ENSO) during winter (Gershunov and Barnett, 1998). The opposite
relationships of SOI and PDO to the SPI values in our results may
suggest (but cannot prove) that coupling enhancement is apparent
in summer and fall precipitation patterns in the northern section of
the basin as well (see Fig. 11).
From these results we can conclude the precipitation patterns in
the southern section of the ACF are mostly associated to SOI of seasons 1 and 2, particularly in spring, with an indirect relationship to
precipitation. The upper section of the basin is largely inﬂuenced
by the AMO and PDO throughout the year with an indirect relationship to precipitation. The Upper Chattahoochee precipitation also
experiences a direct relationship with SOI of season 3 in summer
and fall. Climate inﬂuences of AMO and PDO are best seen in the
longer SPI values of 12 and 24 months, while SOI appears in every
SPI value used in this study, but particularly in the smaller time
averaged values of SPI3 and SPI6. This further suggests that choosing the most appropriate SPI(s) for a study of this nature should be
related to the frequency (frequencies) of the climate index.
6. Summary and conclusions
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is utilized to develop a
complex, multivariate approach to analyze the climate oscillation
and surface climatology relationships in the ACF basin. Canonical
correlation analysis uses two sets of variables, dependent (surface
climatological variables) and independent (climate oscillations),
to create canonical variates for each set of data that maximize the
correlations between the variates. Two tests are developed using
CCA for the analysis. Test One examines the potential multidimensional aspects of drought by analyzing the relationships between

SPI6 and maximum and minimum temperature to all four seasons
of the four climatic oscillations across the ACF basin. This test could
ultimately be used to understand the interplay between temperature and precipitation variance on the manifestations of drought.
Test Two focuses purely on precipitation at various time scales by
employing the four intervals of SPI in the northernmost and southernmost subbasins as the dependent variable set, and the four seasons of the four climatic oscillations for the independent set. The
canonical loadings and cross loadings are used to understand the
relationships, while the canonical correlation values and proportion of variance explained in the dependent variables by the independent variate are used to examine the overall strength of each
analysis. Analysis thresholds simplify the interpretation of these
results. This unique study allows us to simultaneously examine
the impacts of climate oscillations on temperature and precipitation, the two most-measured climatological variables.
In all of the results from Tests One and Two where the results
for each season include an oscillation from the concurrent season
(e.g. summer including SOI 3 in its results), our ﬁndings are consistent with previous research, however this is the ﬁrst time a test of
this type has been developed for the smaller scale changes across
the ACF basin only. Future work would include an investigation
into time-lagged relationships to compare with our CCA results,
which are presented but not compared to previous literature. We
could also examine results for different intervals of SPI, perhaps
considering longer values that may capture more of the variance
in the climate oscillations. There are other variables tied to evapotranspiration and drought that could be included in this study in
future work, such as relative humidity, solar radiation, wind speed,
and soil moisture. We could also use the canonical coefﬁcients
derived from our results to create a fuzzy model for the surface
meteorological variables in the ACF. A different statistical evaluation could be performed on the variables for a more informative
look into the results of coupling effects on the basin using quantile
regression. One potential approach to estimate multivariate, nonnormally distributed random variables involves copulas, a growing
trend in climate and hydrometeorology research (Scholzel and
Friederichs, 2008; Laux et al., 2009).
Overall, our research was designed to provide a better understanding of the climate link to surface meteorological variables
that may contribute to streamﬂow ﬂuctuations in the ACF. By using
CCA, and thus more fuzzy membership functions that combine
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multiple predictors and predictands, a more comprehensive understanding of drought inﬂuences on the ACF is provided. Our results
provide a statistically signiﬁcant depiction of the relationships
between all of the seasons of the climate oscillations and maximum and minimum temperature, as well as four intervals of SPI.
The results show that the subbasins of the ACF are affected
differently by multiple climate oscillations, and no one climate
oscillation can explain surface meteorology variation. This is particularly evident in Test Two results that show the northern part
of the basin has more relationships to longer scale climate oscillations, while the Apalachicola region is rather connected to the
shorter scale ENSO phenomenon. Further, this study shows that
multiple temporal SPI values have different relationships with
the climate oscillations across the basin.
This information could be interpreted in a way to aid water
resource management practices and future hydrometeorological
research. Fuzzy methodologies are increasingly being used for
hydrological modeling, and may provide better information for a
hydrologist in real-world situations where a simple mathematical
model lacks accuracy for a complex situation (S
ß en, 2010). Or, fuzzy
models may be useful as a compliment to more physically based,
numerical predictions (Bárdossy and Disse, 1993). While this study
does not develop a drought model for the ACF, the statistical
analysis including multiple surface meteorological variables and
multiple climate oscillations provides the set up to generate fuzzy
rules for hydrological modeling and prediction for researchers and
water resource managers in the ACF.
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